We consider perturbed empirical distribution functions P~(
i. INTRODUCTION
Let {X;, i~> 1 } be a sequence of absolutely regular r.v.s (random variables) with continuous c.d.f.s (cumulative distribution functions) {F;,i~>I} defined on the real line I~ and let/~,, be the corresponding empirical dis-1 ~"~n U (X, --Xi) 'g(tctT, l) , {~,,;n>~l} is a sequence of positive real numbers such that ~t,, --. 0 as n --) 0% and g is a probability density function. Watson and Leadbetter (~4) established the asymptotic normality of F,,, while Nadaraya, (7) Winter, ()6) and Yamato, ~8) proved the a.s. (almost sure) convergence of F,, to F. Later Winter c17) showed that F,, has the Chung-Smirnov property, i.e. with probability one,
For some related results dealing with the estimation of probability density function, see Schuster, ( 11 ) ,,(U,,) which is useful in estimating r when F is unknown. Later Sun 03) extended this result when the r.v.s are stationary and absolutely regular. Lea and Puri (6~ established for the iid case, (i) the almost sure (a.s.) representation, (ii) the law of the iterated logarithm and (iii) an invariance principle for F,, (U,,) . In this paper, we extend the results (i) and (ii) when the r.v.s are nonstationary and absolutely regular.
With our general framework (nonstationarity and absolute regularity), the results have applications for a larger class of processes such as ARMA processes and Markov processes for which the initial measure is not
